Connecting Hemisphere Annotated Map

Students will use accompanying lecture and independent research to fill out the annotated map.

1. Draw the Empires
   - Ottoman
   - Ming
   - Aztec
   - Inca
   - Holy Roman Empire
   - Spain
   - Portugal
   - France
   - England
   - Papal States
2. Draw the new exploration and trade routes on the map
   - Zheng He
   - Columbus
   - Silk Road
   - Cortes and Pizarro
3. Draw double sided arrows connecting Europe, Africa and the Americas to represent new trade routes.
   - Students will list the top three imports and exports from each of these world regions.
   - Students will define *Columbian Exchange* on the map.
   - Students will define *mercantilism* on the map.
4. Students will fill out the comparison chart of exploration/trade.